Abstract-Development of network of nodes connected with their trust values and the propagation of these trust values to far away nodes are basic operations of the modern day trustworthy networks. Trust can be exploited to mitigate the security threats in wireless network. Most of the existing trust propagation methods are based on flooding trust information, which puts a heavy burden on wireless communication, especially in ad hoc network and sensor network. In this paper, we propose a rendezvous based trust propagation scheme. Trust requester and trust provider send out trust-request and computed-trust tickets respectively, which will meet in some common rendezvous node with certain probability. Computed-trust will then be propagated to the requester. We carry out detailed performance evaluations of our scheme. The results show that our method achieves up to 66% overhead reduction in trust propagation compared to flood based methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a set of distributed entities collaboratively participate in a certain activity, the concept of trust can be abstracted from their relationships to predict future behaviors in the activity. Trust effectively helps to improve the security in the network [1] . If a node gets the trust information of other nodes in advance, it can avoid communicating with untrustworthy neighbors or cooperating with dishonest partners and hence reduce the chance for misbehaviors. This way we can have a set of trustworthy nodes in the network and ensure successful network operations.
In a distributed network, such as wireless ad hoc network or sensor network, trust computation inherently requires distributed calculation. Either the result of trust computation needs to be propagated from the provider to the requester, or the trust query needs to be transported from the requester to the provider in a distributed way. In the existing works, a widely accepted method of trust propagation is flooding. Trust requesters send out recommendation requests when trust information is needed. After receiving the request, the set of nodes which can provide trust information will transmit it to the requesters. Then, the recommendation path will be set up from one of the recommenders to the requester. In the end, the final trust value will be aggregated from different recommendation paths. The recommendation path constructing phase is very important. An efficient algorithm will help provide fast bootstrapping. Although flooding is simple and easy to deploy, the major concern is the flooding overhead [2] , [3] . It increases exponentially by path length. When a trust information provider is far away from the request node, the communication overhead is very heavy. To the best of our knowledge, recent studies focus only on minimizing the recommendation path, where requester takes as few hops as possible to get the trust recommendation. However, it is possible that the requester is far away from any provider node and no short path exists. In addition, due to distributed property, trust requesters seldom have knowledge on trust providers. Therefore, provider discovering is needed before trust information is being delivered to the requester, which prolongs the propagation delay.
In this paper, we propose a rendezvous based trust propagation scheme to solve issues associated with trust propagation. Both the overhead cost and propagation delay is reduced. Instead of notifying trust information by the provider, the notification of trust information can also be issued by a third party node, the rendezvous node. There are three parties in our approach:
-Target, the node whose trust information is inquired in some applications.
-Requester, the node who inquires the trust information of target.
-Provider, the node who can provide the trust information of target to requester.
For instance in Fig. 1 requester Alice wants to know the trustworthiness of target Lara; however Lara is out of its communication range. Jenny who is neighbor of Lara has direct trust relationship with Lara, and provider Jenny can communicate with Alice through a one hop neighbor Bob. In this case, Bob becomes the rendezvous node since it knows both the requester and the provider.
We make the following assumptions in our paper:
• Each node is able to monitor its neighboring nodes' cooperation behaviors.
• Nodes' behaviors are consistent. The good nodes will always report honestly and behave cooperatively. The bad nodes can report dishonest message and be uncooperative and selfish.
• The majority of the network member is good. There are no consecutive bad nodes along a single communication path.
• There is no collusion attacks in the network, which means all the bad nodes are working independently for their own interests and do not share information with each other. This paper is organized in the following way: Section II reviews some of the related work in the trust propagations. Foundation for the proposed trust propagation scheme is provided in Section III. Our proposed trust propagation model is presented in detail in Section IV. Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme is carried out in Section V. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK Trust propagation in small world network is proposed in [4] . In this network when the nodes form a trust propagation path, it is relatively short due to the small world influence. This approach can be used only in certain specified self-organized ad hoc network.
Trust propagation in social networks have been studied in [5] - [10] . These work focus more on trust concatenation, aggregation and path selection in a social semantic web graph, which differs from wireless communication, where overhead and propagation delay are the major issues.
Traditional trust propagation in a distributed wireless ad hoc network is usually based on different recommendation paths [11] - [13] . Since the entity does not know who has evaluated the objects' trustworthiness, recommendation request is distributed along direct neighbors, which is basically flooding trust requests.
Propagation of the security credentials such as cryptography keys, trust information by exploiting mobility is analyzed in [14] , where nodes exchange trust information as soon as they are connected. The performance of this strategy depends on the mobility pattern, density of the nodes and other related parameters. Trust propagation based on spreading activation models is proposed in [15] , [16] . Spreading activation is a method for searching trust values or any intended values of nodes in the networks.
III. FOUNDATION OF THE PROPAGATION MODEL

A. Terminology
In order to give a formal description of trust and trustworthiness, we give our definitions of trust/trustworthiness in the paper as follows:
The trustworthiness(Trust) of node n: The trustworthiness of a node n, denoted as T (n), is the probability that n behaves consistently over the time and forwards/generates correct information. In this paper, we use the term "trust" to represent the trustworthiness of a node.
DEFINITION 2:
The trustworthiness of node B evaluated by node A: The trustworthiness of node B evaluated by node A, denoted as T (A, B) , is the probability that B behaves consistently over the time and forwards/generates correct information during A's observation. It reflects the trustworthiness of B in the eye of beholder A.
Trustworthiness of some information is not only decided by the trust value provider, but also decided by how this information is propagated. Based on this observation, we define the trustworthiness of a communication path as follows:
The trustworthiness of a communication path P AB : The trustworthiness of a path, denoted as T (P AB ), is the accumulative trustworthiness of every trust information forwarder along the path. Let us assume B is the trust information requester, A is the trust information provider and node A transmits the trust value through path P AB . The trustworthiness of a communication path is the probability that the trust information calculated along path P AB reflect the correct trust information in B's observation.
In trust computing system, the recommendation path usually serves as the communication path, too. Therefore, we use communication path and recommendation path interchangeably in the rest of our paper. To spread trust messages we use tickets. Tickets are small packages containing observers' ID, the ID of the node being observed and a time stamp. We define the following two types of tickets to propagate trust message:
T R ticket: Trust Request ticket.
CT ticket : Computed Trust ticket. Trust requester disseminate T R tickets indicating they are interested in some node's trust value. Nodes receiving T R tickets can reach trust requesters based on T R ticket routing path; On the other hand, trust provider disseminate CT tickets representing the trust information it can provide. Nodes receiving CT tickets can reach trust providers based on CT ticket routing path. The node that receives both the CT ticket and Fig. 2 . Probability of obtaining rendezvous point for various rg/n factor the T R ticket becomes a rendezvous node that can reach both the provider and the requester. We will show in the following section that in this rendezvous based propagation, the T R and CT tickets are likely to meet in some rendezvous node in the network. In this case, the trust information can be notified by the rendezvous node and propagated to the requester.
In order to reduce the overhead. Both T R and CT tickets can be piggybacked on the regular packets. Whenever a node sends/forwards a packet, it can include its ticket. As tickets are small, the packet size will not be increased significantly.
B. Rendezvous model
The existence of rendezvous node can be strongly supported by birthday paradox. Birthday paradox describes the probability of some people sharing the same birthday in two randomly chosen small groups [17] .
Suppose there are n birthdays, r + g people with two types of groups (e.g. r women and g men). Each people is randomly assigned by one birthday. Now the probability that some common birthday exists between the groups is
where S is Stirling numbers of the second kind. And the formula can be simply approximated [18] by the following equation
Using the birthday paradox concept we can easily find the probability of obtaining rendezvous node. In a wireless distributed network each participant node can be considered as a birthday and each ticket is a person. The CT tickets are analogous to women and the T R tickets are men. The event of node receiving a ticket represents a birthday is assigned to a person. The event of randomly distributing the tickets into the network is similar to the event of people assigned with random birthdays. Assume we have a network of n nodes, and we distribute g T R tickets and r CT tickets uniformly at random. The chance of both the T R tickets and CT tickets cannot meet at a common node is less than e −rg/n [19] , [20] . As long as rg ≥ n we have a very high chance of getting a rendezvous node. The probability of obtaining rendezvous node for a given rg/n factor is shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 we can see that the probability of getting a rendezvous point is higher than 0.99 as long as rg/n ≥ 4.61.
C. System model
In the network, each node locally makes trust evaluation on its neighbors, and keeps this direct trust information for a period of time in its buffer. After enough observation time, it will send out CT tickets in the format as: {T ype, P roviderID, ObjectID, T imeStamp}. This ticket allows the receivers to get the target node's trust value, which is evaluated by the provider. T ype is a one bit flag, with 0 indicating CT ticket and 1 indicating T R ticket. T imeStamp indicates the time when the trust value is computed. For example, after some time of observation, Jenny has set up a trust opinion about its neighbor Lara and assign a trust value at time t and spread out tickets {0, Jenny, Lara, t}. When Jenny's another neighbor Bob gets tickets, it can query Jenny about the trust information on Lara. Therefore, Bob is qualified to recommend Lara to its neighbors by transmitting the ticket.
In the meantime, when a node is interested in the trust value of another node, it will send out T R tickets in format as: {T ype, RequesterID, ObjectID, T ime − out}. Here T ime − out indicates the tolerable delay in receiving the trust information by the requester. For example, if Alice is querying for the trust information of Lara, it will send out CT ticket in format as: {1, Alice, Lara, t ′ }. Assume Alice is the neighbor of Bob, in this case, Bob will also receive the T R ticket. As we described above, as long as t < t ′ , Bob becomes the rendezvous node in this scenario. Therefore the T ime − out helps to identify the freshness of the evaluated trust.
D. Direct trust evaluation
In a trust secured network, nodes set up trust relations between each other by evaluating the performance behaviors of direct neighbors. This stage is called direct trust evaluation. Once a trustworthiness of the node is found by direct trust evaluation, it can be propagated to the network as indirect trust so that trust of nodes which are more than one hop away can be found without recomputations.
Direct trust evaluation varies in different applications. For example, node can count its neighbors' good/bad behaviors and gets statistical 'opinions' about its neighbors. For another example, node can overhear nearby evaluations and then compare them to its local evaluation. If the neighbor evaluations are correlated closely enough with the local evaluation, then the node's evaluation is considered to be valid. The information transmitted by this remote node is considered to be trustful. The detailed description of how trust evaluation algorithms are applied in various distributed applications are out of scope of this paper.
IV. TRUST PROPAGATION PROTOCOL
In this section, we give the detailed description of propagation protocol. Each node has three buffers: trust evaluation buffer, trust recommendation buffer and trust requesting buffer. Trust evaluation buffer keeps neighbor's trust information by direct observation. This buffer is used to keep track of "what I have" for each node. Trust recommendation buffer keeps the provider's ID of the received CT ticket. Trust requesting buffer stores the trust requester's ID of the received T R ticket. Both of them are used to keep track of "what others (requester or recommender) need from the network". All the buffers can be updated every other time in order to guarantee a fresh trust value.
In our proposal, each node can distribute two kinds of tickets in the network: T R and CT . The T R ticket {1, i, D, t,} is used when node i asks for node D's trust information. It searches for a recommender by T R query ticket when there is no direct interaction between i and D. Then it waits for the corresponding CT ticket in format as {0, R, D, t ′ ,} until time out. After i finds a recommender R, which has directly communicated with node D or has the trust information from other recommenders, a communication path will be set up between i and R. The trust evaluators spread CT tickets after directly evaluating its neighbors. CT ticket is used when a node j volunteers to recommend another node D. It distributes a number of {0, j, D, t} tickets indicating that the trust information of node D can be provided by node j. When this ticket is passed to some node R ′ requesting D's trust information, a recommendation path will be set up from j to R ′ . Based on different roles a node play in the propagation stage, the specific roles are given as follows:
Ticket Sender: When a node wants to set up a trust relationship with another node, it checks its trust evaluation buffer to find out whether there is a direct trust relationship between them. It returns the target node's trust value if there exists a direct relationship. Otherwise, recommendation is needed to provide trust information. In this case the trust requesting node will distribute the T R tickets into the network containing target node's ID.
When a node finishes the direct trust evaluation on other node, it can send out CT tickets. This provides direct trust evaluation for other nodes. The transitivity of the trust value such as concatenation and aggregation have been well studied in trust networks [21] [22]. We will not discuss aggregation and concatenation in this paper. If the ticket is a T R ticket, it will check the ObjectID to see whether i has direct trust relationship with the object. If the object's trust information is not in its trust evaluation buffer, it will buffer the ticket and distribute the T R tickets to find recommendations for target node. If the received ticket is a CT ticket, it will buffer the ticket and distribute the CT tickets to find trust requester. Then it will check whether it has become a rendezvous node by checking the match between the recommender buffer and the requesting buffer. A match means node i has received both CT and T R tickets for certain trust information. In this case it becomes the rendezvous node and sends the calculated trust value to the requester. The distribution process is shown in Algorithm 1. When the buffer is full, the oldest ticket will be deleted. During the time period a ticket (CT /T R) is valid, if node i receives the counter ticket (T R/CT ), then i will become a valid rendezvous node.
V. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
We conduct four sets of experiments to evaluate the performance of our approach. In the first set of experiments we examine the malicious node detection rate for various number of malicious nodes. In the second set of experiments, the relationship between the number of tickets and the malicious node detection rate is analyzed. The third set of experiments focus on changing the rendezvous node by running multiple rounds of rendezvous search. In the end, we compare the overhead between our method and traditional flooding method. 
A. Settings
In our simulation set up, 900 nodes are uniformly distributed at random within a rectangular area of 300m × 300m and five of them are malicious nodes. As we assumed the majority of nodes in the network are good nodes, so that the probability of two malicious nodes directly communicating with each other is low. The trust value of a malicious node ranges in (0, 0.1).
All the nodes communicate their T R/CT ticket using UDP datagram. The ticket information is put in the UDP payload. The sender ID and the receiver ID of the tickets are put in the header of the UDP packets. The communication range is about 15m neglecting the fading effect. We assume the semiring principle while computing the trustworthiness along the path and between different paths [23] .
We conduct extensive simulation experiments to investigate nodes' trust relationship, and aggregate the percentage of malicious node detection. In every time interval, a group of nodes distribute T R tickets to its neighbors in the network. The trust value is computed along the communication path P AB from trust provider A to rendezvous node r and hence to the information requester B. The trustworthiness of the recommendation path T (P AB ) is set by the minimum trust value along the path.
Metrics:
For the performance evaluation, we use malicious node detection rate and communication overhead as metrics. We intentionally distribute malicious nodes randomly and uniformly and evaluate the performance of our proposed trust propagation scheme. We calculate the total packets sent in our method and compare it against the traditional flooding based approach.
B. Results
In the first simulation set up, we increase the number of malicious nodes in the network. Fig. 3 shows the percentage of detected malicious nodes versus the number of malicious nodes in the network using our trust propagation scheme. A node will be recognized as malicious node when T (provider, object) × T Ppi is below certain threshold. When the number is small, most of the malicious nodes can be recognized. The reason is as follows: with more malicious nodes distributed in the network, the probability that malicious nodes exist in the recommendation path increases and hence can effect the trustworthiness of the node it recommended.
In the second part of the simulation, we change the average number of tickets in the network and show its influence on the malicious node detection. The x-axis of Fig. 4 represents the average number of tickets (TR+CT) per query. It shows that although the recognition accuracy of malicious node is low at first (because of the lack of rendezvous node), it stabilizes at a higher detection rate when the number of ticket reaches a threshold. In the case of 250 tickets, we can get about 92% accuracy of recognizing the malicious nodes. Compared to the flooding method, in which we can query all of the 900 nodes to set up all the recommendation paths, although the accuracy of our scheme degrades by 8%, the communication overhead reduces by about 50%. In other words, without compromising performance too much, the communication overhead is reduced in the network.
In the third part of the simulation, we improve the proposed strategy by running multiple rounds of rendezvous search by requester node. Apart from increasing the number of tickets, another way to improve the recognition of malicious node is by multiple rounds of rendezvous discovery. Fig. 5 illustrate the impact of multiple rounds of rendezvous search on the recognition of bad nodes. We fix the ticket number at 150 and run rendezvous algorithms for 1 to 5 rounds. The average percentage of recognition is used to represent the outcome. Results show that the accuracy improvement achieved by increasing the rendezvous search is less than that is achieved by increasing the number of tickets, but still it contributes to the performance improvement. The reason is that when we run multiple rounds of algorithm, we are actually searching for different rendezvous paths and aggregate the results together. This will lead to performance improvement only if new rendezvous node can be found and that occurs when the number of tickets is not too small. Based on observations in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we can conclude that, on one hand ticket number is the most influential factor in deciding the accuracy of our scheme. On the other hand, periodically updating the ticket distribution by running multiple runs will also help to improve the accuracy.
In the fourth experiment, we compare the overhead of traditional flooding based trust propagation versus our rendezvous based trust propagation by one round. In the flooding based Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 we can see that the overhead reduction we achieve is 66% for 200 tickets and 30% for 400 tickets. Lesser the ticket higher will be the over head reduction. On the flip side less number of tickets reduces performance as shown in Fig. 4 . In each experiment, we examine the number of false alarmed nodes. Our approach works with zero false alarm when the requester and provider is within 200 m. When the distance is over 200 m, few good nodes may be falsely recognized as malicious nodes, due to the long distance discount of trust value. The result is shown in Fig. 7 . In the picture, the false alarm rate is the number of false alarmed node divided by the number of malicious nodes. We argue that false alarm is inevitable because of trust discount along the propagation path. In order to minimize it, one of the solutions is to run multiple round of the algorithm to double check the detected malicious node.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a rendezvous based trust propagation scheme. The proposed scheme is promising as it reduces overhead and avoids flooding in the network with low false alarm rate. We have analyzed the performance of the proposed schemes for various number of misbehaving nodes and various number of query and trust tickets. The proposed scheme works well despite the presence of misbehaving nodes. The influence of network scales on the proposed trust propagation scheme is also analyzed. This area of research is young and very attractive. There are many issues which have to be addressed including impact of mobility and network dynamics on trust propagation and impact nodes heterogeneity on trust. We hope to address some of these issues in our upcoming research.
